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1) Given divergent interests between the developed , 
emerging and developing countries it is unlikely that in the 
short or medium term  there would be quick agreement on 
the regulation of financial institutions at the international 
level

2) Developed countries are unlikely to agree to give other 
countries the possibility of influencing their agenda of 
intervention

3) What is the nature of the demands in the overall clamour 
for controls and regualtion of world finance? 
There are i) economic ii) political iii) moral dimensions



Economic : 1) International financial markets and 
especially banking system i) prevent recurrence of 
anything resembling the subprime crisis : yes there could 
be an accord, but driven in the American Banking system

2) Increased coordination between Central banks on 
regulatory benchmarks such as lending conditions and 
credit reserve ratios

3) Bailout packages and support – agreement between 
governments, but political conroversy and problems of 
popular perception

4) More controversial – the regulation of companies and 
especially their methods of the valuation of assets – this 
control had been increasingly abandoned by regulatory 
authorities in the recent crisis



It is unlikely that US or European regulatory authorities allow other 
countries to have a say in the fine tuning of stock market regulations, 
or the development of complex financial instruments

5) The demand for the limitation of executive compensations – this is 
worlwide, but totally impossible to apply because of agency and 
incentive problems 

6) Even on controlling fraud, there is divergence on the role of
international audit firms

On this point, it is difficult to separate the economic arguments 
(performance related pay) from moral and politcal arguments 
underlying the demand for controls 

Critics of uncontrolled capitalist development and globalization use 
the current crisis to argue on :



1) Fundamental structural flaws such as exclusion of parts 
of the population , public underinvestment in essential 
infrastructure and public goods

2) Moral arguments on salary inequalities, conspicuous 
consumption, greed driven behaviour

3) Govts are constrained to the adoption of policies that have 
political legitimacy 


